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Abstract For an integer d ≥ 1, let τ(d) be the smallest integer with the following
property: if v1, v2, . . . , vt is a sequence of t ≥ 2 vectors in [−1, 1]d with v1 + v2 +
· · · + vt ∈ [−1, 1]d , then there is a set S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , t} of indices, 2 ≤ |S| ≤ τ(d),
such that

∑
i∈S vi ∈ [−1, 1]d . The quantity τ(d) was introduced by Dash, Fukasawa,

and Günlük, who showed that τ(2) = 2, τ (3) = 4, and τ(d) = �(2d), and asked
whether τ(d) is finite for all d. Using the Steinitz lemma, in a quantitative version
due to Grinberg and Sevastyanov, we prove an upper bound of τ(d) ≤ dd+o(d), and
based on a construction of Alon and Vũ, whose main idea goes back to Håstad, we
obtain a lower bound of τ(d) ≥ dd/2−o(d). These results contribute to understand-
ing the master equality polyhedron with multiple rows defined by Dash et al. which
is a “universal” polyhedron encoding valid cutting planes for integer programs (this
line of research was started by Gomory in the late 1960s). In particular, the upper
bound on τ(d) implies a pseudo-polynomial running time for an algorithm of Dash
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et al. for integer programming with a fixed number of constraints. The algorithm
consists in solving a linear program, and it provides an alternative to a 1981 dynamic
programming algorithm of Papadimitriou.

Keywords Steinitz lemma · Integer programming · Master equality polyhedron

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000) 52B05 · 90C10

1 Introduction

Let d ≥ 1 and let us consider the unit cube [−1, 1]d ; we will call it the box in this
paper. We want to construct a large number t of vectors v1, v2, . . . , vt , each of them
lying in the box, such that

(i) the sum s = v1 + v2 + · · · + vt also lies in the box, but
(ii) for every proper subset S ⊂ [t] of indices1 with 2 ≤ |S| < t , the sum

∑
i∈S vi

lies outside the box (we have to exclude |S| = 1, since every vi itself does lie
in the box).

So we are interested in long minimal sequences2 with sum in the box. Let τ(d) denote
the largest t such that a minimal sequence as above exists (it is easy to see that the
definition in the abstract, although phrased differently, is actually equivalent).

In order to illustrate this definition, let us check that τ(2) = 2. We have τ(d) ≥ 2
for all d by definition. For proving τ(d) ≤ 2, we need to show that in every sequence
v1, . . . , vt ∈ [−1, 1]2 with sum in the box there are two vectors with sum in the box.

If two of the vectors lie in opposite quadrants, as in Fig. 1 left, then their sum is
in the box and we are done. Otherwise, some two neighboring quadrants have to be
empty, which means that one of the two coordinates has the same sign for all the
vi ; w.l.o.g. we may assume that all the vi have a positive y-coordinate. Then the y-
coordinate can be ignored (since it lies in [−1, 1] for the sum of any subsequence),
and it suffices to show that the sum of some two of the x-coordinates lies in [−1, 1].
In other words, it now suffices to check that τ(1) = 2, which we leave to the reader.

An example showing τ(3)≥4 is the sequence
(
1, 1, 2

3

)
,
(
1,− 2

3 ,−1
)
,
(− 2

3 , 1,−1
)
,

(− 2
3 ,− 2

3 , 2
3

)
.

The quantity τ(d) was introduced by Dash, Fukasawa, and Günlük [5] in the con-
text of integer programming (we will discuss the motivation later). They found the
values τ(2) = 2 and τ(3) = 4, and they asked whether τ(d) is finite for all d. We
provide a positive answer, with the following upper bound:

Theorem 1 For all d ≥ 1 we have τ(d) < 4(2d)d .

Our proof, presented in Sect. 2 below, is based on the so-called Steinitz lemma, in
a quantitative version due to Grinberg and Sevastyanov [7].

We also show that the upper bound is not far from the truth.

1 We use the notation [t] = {1, 2, . . . , t}.
2 Strictly speaking, the order of the vectors is irrelevant for the considered property, and so one should
perhaps rather speak of sets or multisets of vectors. However, we find sequences easier to work with for
notational reasons.
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Vectors in a box 325

Fig. 1 Illustration to the proof
of τ(2) = 2: either we find two
vectors in opposite quadrants, or
one of the coordinates has the
same sign for all the vectors and
can be ignored

(− 1, − 1)

(1, 1)

(− 1, − 1)

(1, 1)

Theorem 2 There is a constant c > 0 such that

τ(d) ≥ (cd)d/2

for all d that are powers of 2.

The proof, given in Sect. 2 is based on a construction of very ill-conditioned square
matrices with ±1 entries, due to Alon and Vũ [2] (the basic idea going back to Håstad
[8]). It seems likely that the lower bound could be extended to all d, instead of just
powers of 2, but this might need a careful analysis of another construction from [2].

There is a natural and, in our opinion, interesting variant of the quantity τ(d), where
one again considers sequences v1, . . . , vt ∈ [−1, 1]d satisfying (i) and (ii) above, but
the vi are restricted to only ±1 vectors. Let τ±1(d) denote the corresponding maxi-
mum length of such a sequence; we have τ±1(d) ≤ τ(d) by definition. We obtain the
following slightly weaker lower bound:

Theorem 3 There is a constant c > 0 such that τ±1(d) ≥ (cd)d/4 for all d that are
powers of 2.

The IP connection. The quantity τ(d) has been motivated by a connection to an
algorithm for integer programming.

Let us consider an integer program in the form

min{cT x : x ∈ Z
�, Ax = b, x ≥ 0}, (1)

where A is an m × � integer matrix, c ∈ Z
�, and b ∈ Z

m . This optimization problem
is well-known to be NP-hard even for m = 1, i.e., for a single equality constraint
(this follows, e.g., from the hardness of the knapsack problem). On the other hand,
Papadimitriou [9] proved that if m is fixed and the entries of A and b are small integers,
bounded in absolute value by a parameter N , then the integer program can be solved
in pseudo-polynomial time. That is, the running time can be bounded by a polynomial
in � and N (and the input size of c); the polynomial depends on m.

Papadimitriou’s algorithm is based on dynamic programming (also see Schrijver [10]
for a description); it searches for a shortest path in an auxiliary graph. Dash et al. [5] pro-
vided a completely different algorithm for the same problem, which consists in solving
a linear program over an auxiliary polyhedron (the so-called polaroid).3 They obtained

3 More precisely, two linear programs are needed. Moreover, the basic algorithm discussed in [5] solves
the separation problem for the set Q := conv{x ∈ Z

�, Ax = b, x ≥ 0}, but a dual version of it can also be
used for the optimization variant. But here we don’t want to go into details.
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326 K. Buchin et al.

a pseudo-polynomial bound for the number of inequalities in the linear program, and
thus also for the running time, but only for input integer programs with m ≤ 3
constraints (actually, they handled the case of m = 1 constraint earlier in [4]). To get
pseudo-polynomiality for larger m, they needed the finiteness of τ(m). Thus, combined
with our Theorem 1, their algorithm provides an alternative to Papadimitriou’s method.

We won’t review the algorithm here; we only recall some of the key concepts, and
then we indicate how τ(m) is related to the linear program.

The approach of Dash et al. goes back to a paper of Gomory [6]. In that remarkable
work, which introduced several important ideas of modern polyhedral combinatorics,
Gomory defined a certain “universal” polyhedron, the master cyclic group polyhedron,
whose faces encode all instances of integer programs in a certain class (see, e.g., [1]
for an introduction). Dash et al. [5] use the somewhat related concept of the master
equality polyhedron K m(N , b), which we recall below. For m = 1, it was introduced
in an earlier paper by Dash et al. [4], who attribute its origin to a 2005 talk of Uocha,
and it contains as a face Gomory’s master cyclic group polyhedron, as well as the
master knapsack polyhedron of Araóz.

Let

I := {−N ,−N + 1, . . . , N }m,

and let b ∈ I be a vector corresponding to the right-hand side in (1). Then the master
equality polyhedron resides in R

I and it is defined as

K m(N , b) := conv

{

x ∈ Z
I :

∑

v∈I

xvv = b, x ≥ 0

}

.

It turns out that the separation problem for the integer program (1) can be reduced to
the separation problem for K m(N , b).

For m = 1, Dash et al. [4] obtained a description of a nontrivial polar T of K 1(N , b),
i.e. a polyhedron whose vertices correspond to the nontrivial facets of K 1(N , b), and
thus reduced the separation problem for K 1(N , b) to optimizing a linear function
over T . It is important that T is described by polynomially many linear constraints.

In [5] Dash et al. describe an example showing that for m ≥ 2, a sufficiently com-
pact description of a nontrivial polar of K m(N , b) may be very hard to find, if it exists
at all. However, they defined the new notion of a polaroid of K m(N , b), and proved
that the separation problem for K m(N , b) can be reduced to a suitable linear program
over the polaroid. Again, one needs a polynomial bound on the number of constraints
in this linear program, and here τ(m) enters the game.

The variables of the linear program are πv for all integer vectors v ∈ I , and the
main kind of constraints in it are subadditivity constraints of the form

πv1 + · · · + πvt ≥ πv1+···+vt , (2)

where v1, . . . , vt ∈ I are vectors whose sum also lies in I . Now suppose, for example,
that v1 + v2 + · · · + vk also lies in I , for some k with 2 ≤ k < t . Then (2) is a
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Vectors in a box 327

consequence of the subadditivity constraints

πv1 + · · · + πvk ≥ πv1+···+vk and πv1+···+vk + πvk+1 + · · · + πvt ≥ πv1+···+vt .

Similarly, whenever there is an S ⊂ [t] with 2 ≤ |S| < t and
∑

i∈S vi ∈ I , the
constraint (2) is implied by subadditivity constraints with a smaller number of terms.
Thus, it is sufficient to consider only subadditivity constraints with t ≤ τ(m).

The quantity τ(m) gives only an upper bound on the number of non-redundant sub-
additivity constraints. Dash et al. [5] define another quantity k∗(m) ≤ τ(m), which is
related to the number of non-redundant constraints more directly. In Corollary 1 we
will give a lower bound of (cm)m/4 for k∗(m), which shows that it is not much smaller
than τ(m).

2 The upper bound

Let B ⊂ R
d be a d-dimensional closed convex body symmetric about 0 (in other

words, the unit ball of a norm on R
d ). Riemann and Lévy in the Nineteenth cen-

tury raised the question of whether there exists a number m = m(B), depending
only on B, such that the vectors of an arbitrary finite set (or multiset) V ⊂ B with∑

v∈V v = 0 can be ordered into a sequence v1, v2, . . . , vn so that each of the partial
sums v1+v2+· · ·+vk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, belongs to the expanded body m B = {mx : x ∈ B}.
The first complete proof of a positive answer was given by Steinitz [11]. The strongest
known quantitative version, with m(B) = d for all bodies in R

d , is due to Grin-
berg and Sevastyanov [7] (their beautiful proof can also be found in Bárány’s survey
[3, Theorem 2.1]).

Theorem 4 (Steinitz lemma) Let B be a symmetric convex body in R
d , and let V ⊂ B

be a finite set (or multiset) of vectors satisfying
∑

v∈V v = 0. Then there is an order-
ing v1, v2, . . . , vn of the elements of V such that for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n, we have∑k

i=1 vi ∈ d B.

Proof of Theorem 1 Given a collection of t vectors in the box whose sum also lies in
the box, and assuming t ≥ t0 := 4(2d)d , we want to find a proper subcollection with
sum in the box.

Here it will be more convenient to regard the given collection of t vectors as a
multiset W (rather than as a sequence)—later we will obtain suitable ordering of the
vectors in W from the Steinitz lemma.

Thus, W is a multiset of t vectors; we let s := ∑
v∈W v ∈ [−1, 1]d be their sum.

We apply the Steinitz lemma as above with B = [−1, 1]d and V := W ∪ {−s} (this
is again a multiset, with t + 1 vectors). This yields an ordering

v1, v2, . . . , vi ,−s, vi+1, . . . , vt

such that the sum of the first k terms lies in d B for every k = 1, 2, . . . , t + 1.
First, let us assume that the “artificial” element −s falls in the second half of the

above sequence; that is, i ≥ t/2 ≥ t0/2. Let us subdivide the blown-up cube d B,
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whose side length is 2d, into (2d)d cubes of side 1, of the form [0, 1]d + z, z ∈
{−d,−d + 1, . . . , d − 1}d .

Let sk := v1 + · · · + vk be the kth partial sum, k = 0, 1, . . . , t0/2, and let us con-
sider every second of these, i.e., the points s0, s2, s4, . . . , st0/2. These are more than
t0/4 = (2d)d points in d B, and so some two of them, s2i and s2 j , 0 ≤ i < j ≤ t0/4,
fall in the same cube [0, 1]d + z.

Then the difference s2 j − s2i lies in the box. At the same time, it equals

v2i+1 + v2i+2 + · · · + v2 j ,

and so we have found the desired proper submultiset of W with sum in the box (and
with at least two elements).

It remains to deal with the case when the artificial element −s lies in the first half
of the sequence—then we use the same kind of argument as above for the second half.
Theorem 1 is proved. 	


3 Lower bounds

All of our lower bounds are based on results of Alon and Vũ [2]. The main theme
of that paper are ill-conditioned matrices with ±1 entries (or 0/1 entries; these two
settings are not very different).

Let us consider a nonsingular d × d matrix A whose entries are +1s and −1s,
and let χ(A) be the maximum of the absolute values of the entries of A−1; the larger
χ(A), the more ill-conditioned the matrix A is. Let χ(d) := maxA χ(A), where the
maximum is over all d × d nonsingular ±1 matrices.

Alon and Vũ showed that χ(d) = dd/2+o(d) and gave several interesting appli-
cations. The main achievement was the (surprisingly large) lower bound, which was
obtained by an explicit construction. For that purpose, Alon and Vũ modified and
extended a construction of Håstad [8], which was formulated in a different setting,
namely, in the language of threshold gates.

In this section we will provide three lower bound constructions for vectors in the
box. The first construction is the simplest: it follows rather directly from a result
explicitly stated in [2], but it loses a factor of two in the dimension, leading only
to the lower bound of τ(d) ≥ dd/4−o(d). Then we give another, different and more
complicated construction, which gives τ(d) ≥ dd/2−o(d) and proves Theorem 2, and
finally, we modify the latter construction so that only ±1 vectors are used, obtaining
Theorem 3.

Large quantities. In order to avoid boring formulas or repetitive phrases, we introduce
the following piece of terminology. If Q = Q(d) is some quantity in the forthcoming
constructions, depending on d, we say that Q is large if there is a constant c > 0 such
that |Q| ≥ (cd)d/2 holds for all of the considered values of d (in the first construction
we will consider all d, while in the second and third only powers of two). In particular,
we note that a large quantity can be either positive or negative.

We note that being large is immune to division by exponential factors; e.g., if some
Q is large, then Q/2d is large as well.
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3.1 The first construction

Here we use the following result of Alon and Vũ:

Proposition 1 ([2, Proposition 3.4.3]) For every d ≥ 1, there exists a d × (d + 1)

matrix C of rank d with entries +1 and −1 such that any nonzero integral solution z
of the system Cx = 0 has at least one large component.

The construction. The following construction will show that τ(2d) is large (for all
d), or in other words, that τ(d) ≥ (cd)d/4.

Let C be the d × (d + 1) matrix as in Proposition 1. Since the system Cx = 0
is homogeneous, with rational coefficients, and has fewer equations than unknowns,
there exist nonzero integral solutions.

Let z ∈ Z
d+1 be a nonzero integral solution of Cx = 0 with the smallest possible

L1 norm, i.e., minimizing ‖z‖1 = ∑d+1
j=1 |z j |. Let us set t := ‖z‖1; by the above,

t = t (d) is large.
After possibly flipping the signs of some of the columns of C , we may assume

that all components of z are nonnegative. Let c j denote the j th column of C , and
let w1, w2, . . . , wt be an (auxiliary) sequence of vectors containing z j copies of each
c j , j = 1, 2, . . . , d + 1.

The wi are vectors in the box (even ±1 vectors), and we have
∑t

i=1 wi =
∑d+1

j=1 z j c j = Cz = 0.
It is also easy to see that no proper subsequence of the wi has sum in the interior

of the box. Indeed, the sum of any subsequence is an integral vector, so if it lies in
(−1, 1)d , it has to be 0. But choosing a proper subsequence of the wi corresponds to
choosing multiplicities z′

1, . . . , z′
d+1, with z′

j ≤ z j for all j and with at least one of the
inequalities strict. So a proper subsequence with zero sum corresponds to a nontrivial
solution z′ of Cz′ = 0 with ‖z′‖1 < t = ‖z‖1, contradicting the assumed minimality
of ‖z‖1.

Thus, the wi almost achieve what we want, but only almost, since there may be
some sums of proper subsequences on the boundary of the box. We get around this by
a simple dimension-doubling trick.

Let us set ε := 1/(10t), say. Let w′
i be the vector obtained from wi by replacing

all −1 components by −(1 − ε) and keeping all +1 components. Similarly, w′′
i is

obtained by keeping the −1 components of wi and replacing +1s by 1 − ε. Thus,
for example, if we had wi = (+1,+1,−1), then w′

i = (+1,+1,−(1 − ε)) and
w′′

i = (1−ε, 1−ε,−1). Finally, let vi ∈ R
2d be obtained by concatenating w′

i and w′′
i .

We claim that this sequence v1, . . . , vt witnesses τ(2d) ≥ t . Clearly, the vi lie in
the box. Moreover, since all the wi sum to 0 and ‖wi − w′

i‖∞ ≤ ε, ‖wi − w′′
i ‖∞ ≤ ε,

we have
∑t

i=1 vi ∈ [−tε, tε]2d ⊂ [−1, 1]2d .
Next, let us consider a proper subset S ⊂ [t], 2 ≤ |S| < t . We already know that∑
i∈S wi �= 0; let us fix a coordinate k in which this sum has a nonzero component.

Let a be the number of +1s in the kth coordinate of the sum, and let b be the number
of −1s there; that is, a := |{i : (wi )k = 1}|, b := |S| − a = |{i : (wi )k = −1}|. We
have a �= b.
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Then
(∑

i∈S vi
)

k = (∑
i∈S w′

i

)
k = (a − b) + bε and

(∑
i∈S vi

)
d+k =

(∑
i∈S w′′

i

)
k = (a − b) − aε; we claim that at least one of these numbers falls out-

side [−1, 1]. Indeed, this is clear if |a − b| ≥ 2. If a − b = 1, then b ≥ 1 (since
a + b = |S| ≥ 2), and so (a − b) + bε ≥ 1 + ε > 1. Similarly, for a − b = −1 we
find that a − b − aε ≤ −1 − ε < −1. Thus,

∑
i∈S vi is not in the box and Theorem 2

is proved.

A lower bound for the quantity k∗(m). As was mentioned in the last part of the
introduction, Dash et al. [5] define an integer function k∗(m), which is bounded above
by τ(m),4 but which is more directly related to the number of constraints in their linear
program. Here we won’t recall the definition of k∗(m), since we won’t use it directly.
Rather, we will rely on a property of k∗(m), which is expressed in Lemma 6.1 of [5],
and which in our notation can be re-phrased as follows.5

Lemma 1 (Dash et al. [5]) Let m ≥ 1, and suppose that there are rational vectors
v1, . . . , vt ∈ [−1, 1]m, with s := ∑t

i=1 vi ∈ [−1, 1]d , such that
∑

i∈S vi lies outside
the box for every S ⊂ [t], 2 ≤ |S| < t , and moreover, for every choice of nonnegative
integer coefficients q1, . . . , qt with 1 ≤ q := ∑t

i=1 qi ≤ t/2, the vector s − s′, where
s′ := ∑t

i=1 qi vi , also lies outside the box. Then k∗(m) ≥ t .

It turns out that the vectors v1, . . . , vt constructed in the previous proof also have
the additional property in the above lemma, and so we get k∗(m) ≥ (cm)m/4 for all
even m:

Corollary 1 We have k∗(m) ≥ (cm)m/4 for all even m, where c is a positive constant.

Sketch of proof. Let us set m = 2d and use the vectors v1, . . . , vt ∈ [−1, 1]2d from
the previous proof. The only property which we haven’t yet verified for them is the
“moreover” part in Lemma 1, and we do this now. We need to assume t ≥ 4 (which
we can since the bound is asymptotic and so very small values of m can be ignored).

It is easily checked that the first d coordinates of s equal 1
2 tε and the remaining d

coordinates are − 1
2 tε.

Arguing as in the previous proof, we get that
∑t

i=1 qi wi �= 0 (the fact that one
wi may appear several times in the sum makes no difference), and so there is some
coordinate k where the number a of +1 contributions differs from the number b of −1
contributions, a + b = q. (More formally, a = ∑

i :(wi )k=+1 qi , b = ∑
i :(wi )k=−1 qi .)

Let us suppose, for example, that a < b; then we calculate that the kth coordinate of
s − s′ equals 1

2 tε − (a − b) − bε, which is surely above +1 for a − b ≤ −2. For

a −b = −1 it equals 1+ (t/2−b)ε, and we have b = q+1
2 ≤ t/2+1

2 < t/2. For a > b
we argue similarly using the (k + d)th coordinate.

4 They don’t prove this explicitly, but it can be seen from the proofs of their Theorems 4.4 and 4.7.
5 The notation and the terminology of that paper completely differ from ours. For those, who want to
understand the terminology of Lemma 6.1, here is a vague sketch of what their notions mean in our lan-
guage. In an F(Q, w) system the columns of the matrix Q correspond to our family of vectors, and the
non-negative vector w means that we have w j copies of the j th column in our family. Such an F(Q, w)

system is called a bad point if the family of vectors is such that their sum is in the box, but the sum of any
non-singleton subset is not. (Their I would be the equivalent of our box.) For the precise definitions of the
notation k∗ and k∗∗, we refer the reader to the previous sections of [5].
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3.2 The second construction

The stronger construction used in the proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following
result of Alon and Vũ [2].

Proposition 2 For every d that is a power of 2, there exists a d ×d nonsingular matrix
A with entries ±1 such that the matrix B := 2d A−1 is integral, has nonnegative row
sums, and all the entries in the first row of B are nonnegative and large.

This statement is not explicitly formulated in [2]; rather, it can be combined from
several remarks scattered throughout that paper, so we recall a (very easy) proof from
a more explicit statement in [2].

Proof Let d be a power of 2. In the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 in [2], Alon and Vũ con-
struct an d × d nonsingular matrix Ã with entries ±1 such that there exists a column
of Ã−1 in which all entries are large.

They also show that det( Ã) = 2d−1. By transposing Ã and reordering its columns,
we can guarantee that the first row of the inverse matrix consists of large entries. Since
changing the sign of a column changes the sign of the corresponding row of the inverse
matrix, by flipping the signs of suitable rows we can make all entries in the first row of
the inverse nonnegative. Finally, by flipping the signs of some columns we can arrange
for nonnegativity of the row sums of the inverse. In this way we obtain the desired A.

Since all the operations performed above preserve the determinant, we still have
det(A) = 2d−1, and since the adjoint adj(A) is integral, B = 2d A−1 is integral as
well. 	


For a vector x ∈ R
n , the notation x > 0 means that all entries of x are nonnegative

and x �= 0.

Corollary 2 Let A be as in the previous proposition and let b > 0 be an integral
vector. Then the (unique) solution z of Ax = b has the first component z1 positive and
large.

Proof Since z = A−1b, z1 is a linear combination of the entries of the first row of A−1

with nonnegative integer coefficients (given by b), at least one of them nonzero. Since
the entries in the first row of A−1 are all large and positive, the corollary follows. 	


Proof of Theorem 2 Using the matrix A provided by Proposition 2, we construct a
sequence v1, . . . , vt of vectors in [−1, 1]d+1 with t = t (d) large and with sum in the
box. This time we won’t show that the sequence is minimal; rather, we will prove that
every subsequence with at least 2 terms and with sum in the box has to have a large
number of terms.

Let r j be the sum of all entries in the j th row of B = 2d A−1, which, as Proposition 2
asserts, is a nonnegative integer. We can also write r = (r1, . . . , rd) = B1, where 1
is the all 1s vector. Let R := ∑d

j=1 r j , and let α := 2d

R . We note that since R is large,
may assume α ∈ (0, 1).
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Let a j denote the j th column of A, and let a j = (a j , 1) ∈ R
d+1 be obtained from

a j by appending the component 1 to the end.
Our sequence v1, . . . , vt consists of r j copies of a j , j = 1, 2, . . . , d, and of R

copies of the vector c := (−α1,−1) ∈ R
d+1, making a total number of t = 2R

vectors.
The vector c and its multiplicity were chosen so that the sum of all vectors in the

sequence is 0, as we now check. For the (d + 1)st coordinate this is equivalent to∑n
j=1 r j = R. The vector consisting of the first d entries of

∑t
i=1 vi equals

⎛

⎝
n∑

j=1

r j a j

⎞

⎠ − Rα1 = Ar − 2d1 = A(B1) − 2d1 = 2d AA−11 − 2d1 = 0.

It remains to show that if for some S ⊆ [t], |S| ≥ 2, the sum
∑

i∈S vi lies in the
box, then |S| is large.

Choosing a subsequence corresponds to choosing multiplicities of the vectors
a1, . . . , ad and c; we denote these multiplicities by z1, . . . , zd and k, respectively.
The number of terms is

∑d
j=1 z j + k ≥ 2.

Let us suppose that the sum s′ := ∑
i∈S vi lies in [−1, 1]d+1. First we check the

z j can’t be all 0. If we had z = 0, then we would get k ≥ 2, and s′
d+1 ≤ −2—a

contradiction. So z > 0.
Similarly we find, using the last coordinate again, that k > 0. Indeed, if we had

k = 0, then s′
d+1 = ∑d

j=1 z j ≥ 2. Thus, k > 0 as claimed.
The vector of the first d coordinates of s′ equals Az − kα1. We consider the vector

b := Az. Clearly, it is integral and nonzero (since the only solution of Ax = 0 is 0,
while z �= 0). We claim that b ≥ 0. Indeed, if b j < 0, then b j ≤ −1 by integrality,
and so we would get s′

j = b j − kα ≤ −1 − α < −1 (using k ≥ 1)—a contradiction.
We have shown that Az = b with b > 0 integral, and we can apply Corollary 2 to

conclude that z1 is large. This also means that |S| is large. 	


3.3 The third construction: ±1 vectors

Here we will prove Theorem 3, the lower bound for τ±1(d). To this end, we will
exhibit a a sequence v1, . . . , vt , t large, of ±1 vectors in R

2d+1, with sum 0 and such
that every subsequence of length at least 2 with sum in the box has a large number of
terms.

As in the previous subsection, we use the matrix A provided by Proposition 2, we
set r j := (2d A−11) j , R := ∑n

j=1 r j , and t = 2R. By Corollary 2, t is large. More-
over, we note that R is divisible by two because, as we demonstrated in the previous
section,

∑d
j=1 r j a j = 2d1, and since all the a j are vectors with ±1 entries, we need an

even number of them to reach a point with even coordinates. Therefore, t is divisible
by 4.

Now let u1, . . . , uR ∈ {+1,−1}d be a sequence of vectors that consists of ri copies
of the i th column of A. We build the vectors v1, . . . , vt ∈ {+1,−1}2d+1 as follows.
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For i = 1, 2, . . . , t/2 and j ∈ [2d + 1], we let

(vi ) j :=

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(ui ) j if 1 ≤ j ≤ d
+1 if d + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2d and 1 ≤ i ≤ t/4 − 2d−1

−1 if d + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2d and t/4 − 2d−1 < i ≤ t/2
+1 if j = 2d + 1.

Then for i = t/2 + 1, . . . , t and j ∈ [2d + 1], we let

(vi ) j :=
⎧
⎨

⎩

(vi−t/2) j+d if 1 ≤ j ≤ d
(vi−t/2) j−d if d + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2d
−1 if j = 2d + 1.

We first claim that the sequence sums to 0. Just as in the last section,
∑t/2

i=1 ui = 2d1.
Therefore, by the definition of the vi ,

t/2∑

i=1

vi = (2d , 2d , . . . , 2d
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d times

,−2d ,−2d , . . . ,−2d
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d times

, t/2),

and

t∑

i=t/2+1

vi = (−2d ,−2d , . . . ,−2d
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d times

, 2d , 2d , . . . , 2d
︸ ︷︷ ︸

d times

,−t/2).

In conclusion, the total sum is zero.
Now let us consider an index set S ⊆ [t], |S| ≥ 2, and let us suppose that s :=∑
i∈S vi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}2d+1, and that |S| is not large. By analyzing several cases, we

will show that this leads to a contradiction.
Let S1 := S ∩ [t/2] and S2 := S\S1. Let s1 := ∑

i∈S1
vi and s2 := ∑

i∈S2
vi =

s − s1. Moreover, let s(1)
1 ∈ Z

d and s(2)
1 ∈ Z

d be the projections of s1 onto the coor-
dinates 1 through d and the coordinates d + 1 through 2d, respectively, and similarly
for s(1)

2 , s(2)
2 .

First let us suppose that (s1)2d+1 = 0. Then |S1| = 0, and since |S| ≥ 2, we have
|S2| ≥ 2. But then (s)2d+1 = (+1)|S1|+(−1)|S2| < −1—a contradiction. Therefore,
(s1)2d+1 > 0. Symmetrically, (s2)2d+1 < 0.

Next, let us suppose that s(1)
1 = 0. Since |S1| > 0 and s(1)

1 is a linear combina-
tion with integer coefficients of the columns of A, we would get that Ax = 0 has a
nonzero integral solution, which is not the case, and so we can conclude s(1)

1 �= 0.

Symmetrically, s(2)
2 �= 0.

Now we suppose that s(2)
1 �= 0. By the way that vector is composed, we then have

s(2)
1 = k1 for some nonzero integer k. First let us assume k ≤ −1. Then, since s lies

in the box, s(2)
2 ≥ 0, and since we have shown s(2)

2 �= 0, we even have s(2)
2 > 0.
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According to Corollary 2, this implies that s(2)
2 is a sum of a large number of copies

of the columns of A, and in this case |S| is large, contrary to the assumption.
So we may suppose k ≥ 1. For analogous reasons, this implies that s(2)

2 < 0. But

then, again by Corollary 2, it is impossible to express s(2)
2 < 0 as a nonnegative integer

linear combination of the columns of A (since the corollary implies that for b < 0, an
integral solution of Ax = b has a large negative component)—a contradiction.

Having dealt with the case s(2)
1 �= 0, we now assume s(2)

1 = 0; symmetrically, we

may assume s(1)
2 = 0 as well.

Now the total sum s has s(1)
1 �= 0 in the first d coordinates and s(2)

2 �= 0 in the coor-

dinates d + 1 through 2d. For parity reasons we get s(1)
1 , s(2)

2 ∈ {−1, 1}d . This implies

that |S1| ≡ |S2| ≡ 1 (mod 2). On the other hand, we have shown s(2)
1 = s(1)

2 = 0, and
this gives |S1| ≡ |S2| ≡ 0 (mod 2)—a contradiction. Theorem 3 is proved.

4 Conclusion

It would be interesting to determine the asymptotics of τ(d) more precisely. We con-
jecture that the truth should be close to the lower bound, i.e., of order roughly dd/2.

One way of improving on the upper bound might be to get a factor better than d in
the Steinitz lemma (Theorem 4) for the case B = [−1, 1]d . It is known, and not hard
to see, that if B is the unit ball of the �1 norm, then the factor cannot be smaller than
d
2 . However, it is possible that the factor of O(

√
d) suffices for B = [−1, 1]d (from

which the bound dd/2+o(d) for τ(d) would follow).
However, apparently there is no improvement over d for any B known, and the

problem may be hard. As Bárany [3] puts it, for the case where B is the Euclidean
ball, “even the much weaker o(d) estimate seems to be out of reach though quite a
few mathematicians have tried,” and for B = [−1, 1]d “there is no proof in sight even
for the weaker o(d) estimate.”
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